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INCLUSIONS:

EXCLUSIONS:

Meals (Breakfast and Dinner): You do not have to worry when you travel with us.
Whether it’s an early morning breakfast, or a hearty dinner after a tiring day,
we’ve got it covered.
Accommodation: Since the primary purpose of the tour is to immerse yourself in
nature, luxury accommodation is not available. However, we ensure you get all
the basic amenities necessary for a comfortable stay.
Transfers (Non-AC): Our experienced team takes care of all your transfers
during the tour, in dedicated tempo traveler/Mini bus (Non-AC).
Trip captain: Every batch is assigned with a trip captain. It not only ensures that
you have a secure experience, but also learn about all the secrets, mysteries and
myths about the place. 

Travel Arrangements: We cannot pay for or arrange air or rail tickets for you to
reach the destination.
Personal Porters: Personal porters or people who may carry your belongings
must be self-hired and the company doesn’t include them in the package.
Participant Responsibility: Although maximum care for safety will be taken
throughout the backpacking experience, if one doesn’t listen to the supervisors
and sustains injuries during the tour, the cost of medical treatment will not be
borne by the company.
Unforeseen Circumstances: The company is not liable for providing the
customers with stay and food in case of an extension caused by natural
calamities, roadblocks, bad weather, or circumstances beyond human control.
Non-Included Services: Anything that is not listed under the inclusions list will be
treated as something the company is not liable to provide.
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ITINERARY
Day 1: Begin your picturesque adventure

The picturesque Bangalore to Munnar trip, an 11-12 hours ride, will start at 7 PM.
Around 500 km will be traversed along the Southern Indian highway, which slowly
takes you away from the concrete jungles to the lush greenery all around. 

Day 2: Experience Munnar 
Echo point for a stunning view- Tea Museum- watch the jaw-dropping sunset.

Your day starts among the beautiful and misty mountains of the Western Ghats
when you reach Munnar. The tour begins with Echo Point. And as the name suggests,
Echo Point is known for echoing your voices from the nearby mountains. It beholds a
captivating panoramic view of the towering mountains of the Western Ghats.

Next, the itinerary leads you to the Munnar Tea Museum, an educational place for all
tea lovers across the globe. You are most welcome to indulge in freshly brewed
exquisite tea varieties to start your day on a refreshing note.

After the midday meal, we will take you to one of the most famous places in Munnar.
At the Pothamedu Viewpoint, you can relinquish captivating views of the tea
plantation. The sweeping panoramic views of the valley are a sight to behold and
will be etched into your memory forever.

Cap off the eventful day of Munnar exploration with a warm and memorable
evening around the bonfire. After savouring a delightful dinner, come together by
the flickering flames to exchange stories, relish a musical night, or simply admire the
enchanting night sky with the fellow travellers.
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Day 3: Highlight of the Tour
Visit the Kolukkumalai - Jaguar rock viewpoint- Hike - Trek to a private waterfall -
Overnight journey from Munnar.

Your day commences at dawn when we take you on a private trek to a secluded
waterfall nestled within a tea estate. Take pleasure in a rejuvenating dip or unwind
by the waterfall amidst tranquil surroundings. After a while, head back to the
accommodation to dig into the breakfast accompanied by authentic black tea of
Munnar.

After breakfast, complete the checkout process and explore the nearby market to
shop for tea leaves, spices, and lip-smacking treats. After the shopping spree we’ll
escort you to Kolukkumalai, the highest tea estate in the world. Enjoy the
breathtaking panoramic views from there. In the afternoon, we are taking you to one
of the biggest highlights of the trip- the Jaguar Rock viewpoint, a popular spot for
photography. 

Have your lunch and then bid farewell to the unique and picturesque Munnar.
Depart for Bangalore in the evening with a bag full of memories and arrive in the city
the following morning.
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